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An imbedding theorem on finite covering
surfaces of tbe Rieinann sphere.
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Let $Jb_{(}$ . a finite covering
of the Riemann sphere .
. . a covcring surtace $consistin_{h^{f}}$ ot a finite number of closed triangles.
Then, it was ])
in $|1|$ that
be
lded in a closed covering
According
to thc construction described therein, howsurface of
evcr, the genus of the
closed
is in general higher
than that of J. In
of the present paper, we shall prove:
A fnite coveriilg
be imbedded in a closed
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an analogous theorem concerning analytic differentials is
stated and proved. Finally, in
, an application is made to the theory
of open Riemann surfaces.
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1. It is a trivial fact that, as an abstract Riemann surface,
can be imbedded in a closed Riemann surface of the same genus. In
this connection, our theorcm ma be fornlulated in the following
form:
. Let $Dbc$ a subrcgion of a Ricmann surfacc $F$, such
that $thc$ closure
of $D$ is compact and that the boundary of $D$
consists of a finite $lt$ mbcr of Jordan curves. $Lctf(p)$ be a function
$\Delta$
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$\overline{D}$

defincd and analytic on

$\overline{D}$

(poles
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Then,
can be
the same genus as $D$ ,

admitted).

$\overline{D}$

imbedded in a closed Riemann surface
of
in such a manner that $f(p)$ can be continued to a function defined
and analytic on
.
PROOF. We assume that $f(p)\neq const.$ , since, otherwise, any closed
prolongation of $D$ of the same genus has the required property. Further, we may assume that $f(p)$ is defined and analytic throughout $F$.
If thvalues of $f(p)$ are represented by points on the Riemann sphere
$F$ is mapped by $f(p)$
onto a covering surface
of . The image
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